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A little strict for ML



X → Z → Y

Hypothesis: Z should be a minimal 
achievable sufficient statistic of X for Y

Statistic: Z = f(X) for f in F

Sufficient: p(X | Y, Z) = p(X | Z)

Minimal Achievable: 
g(Z) isn’t sufficient for any Lipschitz, non-invertible g where g○f in F



X discrete: 

X, S continuous: ❌

How do we find a minimal (achievable) sufficient statistic?



X discrete: 

X, S continuous: ❌

I(X, S(X)) = ∞ 
This is a generally problematic issue in machine learning [3, 4].

[3] Bell and Sejnowski “An information- maximization approach to blind separation and blind deconvolution” 1995

[4] Goldfeld et al. “Estimating Information Flow in Neural Networks” 2018

How do we find a minimal (achievable) sufficient statistic?
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See paper for connections to 
change of variables 

formula/Normalizing 
Flows/NVP

Solution: Conserved Differential Information



X discrete: 

X, S continuous: 

How do we find a minimal (achievable) sufficient statistic?



MASS Learning

Make the output predictable 
from the representation...

...but scaling things 
doesn’t count

...while keeping the representation 
as low-entropy as possible...

Minimize:



Results

More results at our poster.
Code available at github.com/mwcvitkovic/MASS-Learning.

Same accuracy as standard training and VIB
CIFAR-10, ResNet20, 4 trials

Caveat: current implementation expensive, but ample room for improvement

Improved Uncertainty Quantification
CIFAR-10, ResNet20, 4 trials

http://github.com/mwcvitkovic/MASS-Learning

